


But that’s not all. In our philosophy, durability is more than 
reusing materials. It’s also about designing and producing 
products that are not only sturdy, frost resistant and break 
proof, but that are also timeless in their design and use of 
colours. Beautiful today, tomorrow and in ten years time. 
Because we believe the most durable products are those you 
don’t want – or have to - replace every year.

20%
recycled natural 

minerals

80%
high quality recycled plastics 
of which 50% PP and 50% PE

Durability by design

We believe in durability. With millions of tons of waste thrown 
away each year we find it hard to believe why new products 
are still made from new raw materials when there is so much 
waste that can be reused. That is why, at Ecopots, we use 
recycled plastics to produce our pots.



Many times copied, never matched

Elegant. Simple. Clever. Timeless. Words that cover our design 
philosophy. We want our pots and planters to be the perfect 
fit for your plant, making it the best plant and pot combination 
possible. We only want to produce pots with superior quality. 
This is why we have teamed up with CENTEXBEL, a university 
plastics laboratory, for the development of truly durable 
plastics and have asked Bureau Veritas to test our products.



Innovation

Ecopots has a reputation to maintain when it comes to 
innovation in pottery. Our Hanging Bruges for instance is 
the first balcony planter with integrated brackets. Or our 
Amsterdam Wall, a small wall mounted pot  with  an  almost 
invisible suspension system. Or what to say about our Venice, 
with a unique drainage solution? In many ways, Ecopots is 
truly unique. Want to find out more about our innovation or 
discover our whole collection? Just visit our website.
www.ecopots.eu



Distinctive finish

All Ecopots pots and planters have a distinctive, handcrafted 
finish, making each pot unique. Despite being made from 
recycled plastics, an Ecopots looks like a pot made from 
stone or concrete. The used recycled materials makes the 
pots not only sustainable but, unlike fiberclay pots, also 
lightweight, frost resistant and break proof. These unique 
characteristics makes every pot look and feel like no other 
plastic pot in market today, making Ecopots the-go-to brand 
for everybody looking to combine timeless design with 
durability.
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AmsterdamAmsterdam Mini
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Oval
Ecopots

Rotterdam Mid HighRotterdam

Berlin Grow TableBerlin

Berlin Tower
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Hanging SaucerHanging Brussels

Manhattan Wall LManhattan Wall M

RoundSofia Wall

Hanging Bruges

Manhattan Wall S

Saucers

Rectangular OvalSquare

Accessories

Saucer WheelsDisplay Platter

For full range and 
stores visit

www.ecopots.eu

StiltsIndoor Water System



strong & durable

made from
recycled materials

indoor & outdoor

frost resistant

insulating

handfinished
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